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Abstract
The Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity is a generalization of the Samuel multiplicity and is de3ned
on submodules of free modules M ⊂F of a local Noetherian ring A such that M ⊂mF and F=M
has 3nite length. Let A = k[x; y](x;y) be a localization of a polynomial ring over a 3eld. When
F=M is isomorphic to a quotient of monomial ideals there is a region of the (x; y)-plane which
corresponds to F=M . We wish to compute Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity using the areas of pieces
of this region in a manner similar to that used to compute the Samuel multiplicity of a monomial
ideal. We carry out these computations in the case where F has rank 2 and F=M ∼= I=J where
I and J are monomial ideals, with the further restriction that I is generated by two elements
and J is generated by at most three elements. We 3nd that the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity
is at most the di>erence of the Samuel multiplicities of J and I with equality often holding.
When equality does not hold the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity is the di>erence of the Samuel
multiplicities minus a term that can be expressed in terms of areas. c© 2001 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 13
0. Introduction
The Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity is a generalization of the Samuel multiplicity and
is de3ned for submodules of free modules M ⊂F such that F=M has 3nite length.
These were 3rst described by Buchsbaum and Rim in [1]. We discuss computations
of Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicities in the case where A= k[x; y](x;y) and where F=M is
isomorphic to the quotient of two monomial ideals of A. If the rank of F is 1, then
F ∼= A and the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity is equal to the Samuel multiplicity which
can be calculated using an area. We extend these ideas and compute Buchsbaum–Rim
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multiplicities using areas in the case rank(F) = 2 and F=M ∼= I=J where I and J are
m-primary monomial ideals of A such that I is generated by two elements and J is
generated by three elements. We divide the problem into 3ve main cases. In three
of these cases the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity of M is the di>erence of the Samuel
multiplicities of J and I; eBR(M) = e(J ) − e(I): In the other two cases, eBR(M) ≤
e(J ) − e(I) and the di>erence between eBR(M) and e(J ) − e(I) can be expressed in
terms of area.
We use three main methods of proof. In the 3rst method, we reduce M to a module
N where N ∼= I=J ′ and J ′ is generated by only two elements.
In the second method, we show that M is a reduction of a module N where N ∼= I=J ′.
In this case J ′ is generated by J and one other element, the product of the generators
of I . Including this product allows us to write F=N ∼= A=a ⊕ A=b where a and b are
monomial ideals of A.
The 3nal method uses minimal reductions. We show that eBR(M) ≤ e(J )− e(I) and
that equality holds if and only if a minimal reduction of J lifts to a reduction of M .
The Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity has been shown to be a sum of intersection num-
bers [3] and to have applications to singularity theory [2]. This theory is therefore
being studied in both Commutative Algebra and Algebraic Geometry. An overview of
the subject from a Geometric viewpoint can be found in Kleiman and Thorup [4].
1. The Samuel multiplicity of a monomial ideal
We begin with a discussion of the Samuel multiplicity and will extend these ideas
to the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity.
Let A be a local Noetherian ring of dimension d; and let a be an ideal of A such
that A=a has 3nite length. Then there exists a polynomial Pa (n) of degree d such that
Pa (n) = length(A=an) for large n. The polynomial Pa (n) = length(A=an) is called the
Hilbert–Samuel Polynomial and the coeFcient of nd=d! is the Samuel Multiplicity of
a which is denoted e(a). In certain cases, the Samuel multiplicity can also be de3ned
as the Euler characteristic of the Koszul complex as in [5].
We now consider the case A= k[x1; : : : ; xd] where k is a 3eld, and a is a monomial
ideal, i.e., a is generated by monomials. In this case, we can represent A=a graphically
and compute the Samuel multiplicity as a volume.
Let C be the set in the 3rst quadrant of Rd given by (z1; : : : ; zd) ∈ C if there exists
(y1; : : : ; yd) ∈ Zd such that xy11 xy22 · · · xydd ∈ a and yi ≤ zi for all i. This gives a picture
of a and A=a corresponds to the complement of C. The following theorem can be
found in [5]
Theorem 1. Let A and C be as above. Then e(a)=d! is the volume of the convex
complement of C; i.e.; the volume of the complement of the convex hull of C.
Example 1. The picture for the ideal b = 〈x4; x2y; y4〉 is shown in Fig. 1. The Samuel
multiplicity is twice the area under the broken line which gives e(b) = 12:
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Fig. 1. Computing the Samuel multiplicity.
2. The Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity
We begin with a de3nition of the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity. Let A be a local
Noetherian ring of dimension d; and let F be a free module of rank r. Let M ⊂F be a
submodule such that F=M has 3nite length and M ⊂mF . The symmetric algebra of F
is a polynomial ring A[a1; : : : ; an] and S1(F) ∼= F . We may therefore map M ⊂F into
S1(F).
De!nition 1. The Rees ring R(M)=
⊕
Rn(M) of M is the subring of S(F) generated
over A by elements of M where M is viewed as a subset of S1(F).
Theorem 2. Let A; F and M be de4ned as above. Then there exists a polynomial
QM (n) of degree d+ r − 1 such that for large n
QM (n) = length(Sn(F)=Rn(M)):
A proof can be found in [1, Theorems 3:1 and 3:4].
De!nition 2. The Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity of M; eBR(M) is the coeFcient of
nd+r−1=(d+ r − 1)! in QM (n).
In the case where M is generated by d + r − 1 elements, the Buchsbaum–Rim
multiplicity can be de3ned as the Euler characteristic of a complex. The complex can be
found in Buchsbaum and Rim [1]. This complex reduces to the Koszul complex in the
case where the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity is equivalent to the Samuel multiplicity.
In the case where I = 〈xs; yt〉 and J = 〈xs+i ; yt+j〉; M = 〈xia; yjb; xsb− yta〉 and the
Buchsbaum–Rim complex, KBR• (M) becomes
0→ A

 yt+j−xs+i
xiyj


−−−−−→A3
(
xi 0 −yt
0 yj xs
)
−−−−−−−−→A2 → 0: (1)
Now, H0(KBR• (M))=F=M and Hi(K
BR
• (M))=0 for i = 0. Therefore,  (KBR• (M))=
length(F=M) = length(I=J ) = (s+ i)(t + j)− st:
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The Samuel multiplicities of I and J are e(J ) = (s+ i)(t + j) and e(I) = st. Thus,
eBR(M) = e(J )− e(I) in this case.
De!nition 3. Let M ⊂N ⊂F be submodules of a free module F . We say M is a
reduction of N if R(N ) is integral over R(M).
The idea of reductions of modules is a generalization of integrality of ideals, where
we say a is integral over b if b ⊂ a and if every x ∈ a satis3es an equation xn +
b1xn−1 + · · ·+ bn = 0 with bi ∈ bi ; or equivalently if ba k = ak+1 for some k. If a is
integral over b then e(a) = e(b). This can be found in [5, Proposition 2:4:4].
If M ⊂N ⊂F are submodules of a free module F; then M is a reduction of N if
and only if there exists k such that R1(M)Rk(N ) = Rk+1(N ).
Theorem 3. Let M ⊂N ⊂F be such that F=N ∼= I=K and F=M ∼= I=J where I; J;
and K are monomial ideals of A with J ⊂K ⊂ I and where the isomorphisms are
compatible with the projection maps. Then if M ⊂N is a reduction; K is integral
over J .
Proof. Because M ⊂N is a reduction, there exists j; such that R1(M)Rj(N )=Rj+1(N ).
Pick r such that R1(M)Rr(N )=Rr+1(N ). Let ! ∈ Kr+1; then ! is a sum of !1 · · · !r+1
where !i ∈ K . We need to show that ! ∈ JKr . If one of the !i is in J we are done,
otherwise !i = 0 is an element of I=J and we can lift !i to !i ∈ F using the surjection
F → I=J → 0: The isomorphism F=M ∼= I=J implies !i = 0 as an element of F=M .
However, all the !i are zero as elements of F=N because F=N ∼= I=K . Thus, !i ∈ N
for all i and therefore, K!= !1 · · · !r+1 ∈ Rr+1(N ) = R1(M)Rr(N ): Thus we can write K!
as a sum of "1 · · · "r+1 where "1; : : : ; "r ∈ N and "r+1 ∈ M . Via the isomorphisms we
can map "1; : : : ; "r to elements "1; : : : ; "r of K and "r+1 to an element "r+1 of J and
!= "1 · · · "r+1 ∈ JKr: Therefore, K is integral over J .
Theorem 4. If M ⊂N ⊂F are submodules of a free module F then M is a reduction
of N if and only if eBR(M) = eBR(N ).
A proof can be found in [4].
We now restrict to the case A = k[x1; : : : ; xd] where k is a 3eld, and F=M ∼= I=J
where I and J are monomial ideals of A. In this case we can represent I=J in the 3rst
quadrant of Rd:
Let C be the set in the 3rst quadrant of Rd given by (z1; : : : ; zd) ∈ C if there exists
(y1; : : : ; yd) ∈ Zd such that xy11 xy22 · · · xydd ∈ J and yi ≤ zi for all i. This gives a picture
of J and A=J is the complement of C.
Let D be the set in the 3rst quadrant of Rd given by (z1; : : : ; zd) ∈ D if there exists
(y1; : : : ; yd) ∈ Zd such that xy11 xy22 · · · xydd ∈ I and yi ≤ zi for all i. This gives a picture
of I and A=I is the complement of D. A picture of I=J is given by the intersection of
D with the complement of C.
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Fig. 2. A drawing for the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity.
Fig. 3. The case for which we compute the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity.
Example 2. The picture for F=M ∼= 〈x; y2〉=〈x4; x2y; y4〉 is shown in Fig. 2. Notice that
the Samuel multiplicities of I and J are twice the areas under the emphasized lines,
with J having the larger multiplicity. In this case e(J ) = 12 and e(I) = 2.
3. Computations
In the case where A = k[x1; : : : ; xd](x1 ;:::;xd) and F=M is isomorphic to a quotient of
monomial ideals, we wish to develop a method for computing Buchsbaum–Rim multi-
plicities similar to that used to compute Samuel multiplicities.
For the remainder of this paper, we restrict to the case where A= k[x; y](x;y); F has
rank 2; and F=M ∼= I=J . We also require that I be generated by two elements and that
J be generated by three elements. Because I is m-primary, the two generators of I
must be xs and yt for some integers s and t. Also, the fact that J is m-primary and
J ⊂ I implies that J = 〈xs+i ; yj+t ; xd+sye〉 or J = 〈xs+i ; yj+t ; xdye+t〉: Without loss of
generality, we assume the second case, J = 〈xs+i ; yj+t ; xdye+t〉:
Recall the exact sequence 0 → M → F → I=J → 0: Because F has rank 2; the
symmetric algebra is isomorphic to a polynomial ring over A of two variables, S(F) ∼=
A[a; b]. The map from F to I=J maps a to xs and b to yt . The kernel of this map is
M = 〈xia; yjb; xdyeb; xsb − yta〉. Because d = 2 and r = 2 the polynomial QM (n) has
degree d+ r − 1 = 3. This case gives the picture that is shown in Fig. 3.
There are two main cases, st ≥ ij and st ¡ ij. The inequalities depend on whether
or not the point in Fig. 4 is above or below the line. The point has coordinates
(s; t) and the line goes through the points (0; j + t) and (i + s; 0) and has equation
(s+ i)y+ (j+ t)x= (s+ i)(j+ t). The point (s; t) is on or above the line if and only
if (s+ i)t + (j + t)s ≥ (s+ i)(j + t); that is, if and only if st ≥ ij.
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Fig. 4. The two main cases. (a) st ≥ ij. (b) st ¡ ij.
Fig. 5. Cases for st ≥ ij. (a) dj ≥ (j − e)s. (b) dj¡ (j − e)s and (j − e)(s + i) ≥ d(t + j). (c)
(j − e)(s + i)¡d(t + j) and td + ei ≥ ij. (d) td + ei¡ ij.
Each of these also breaks into cases. First the case st ≥ ij divides into four cases as
shown in Fig. 5 depending on where the point is with respect to the three lines. The line
on the left begins at the point yj+t ; the top-left corner, and is parallel to the line between
xsyt ; the inside corner, and xi+s; the bottom-right corner. In Fig. 5(b) the two parallel
lines are emphasized. In terms of the generators of M = 〈xsa; ytb; xdyeb; xsb−yta〉 the
3rst case is determined by the inequality dj ≥ (j − e)s. The second case consists of
those ideals which satisfy dj¡ (j−e)s and (j−e)(s+ i) ≤ d(t+j). Third, we consider
those modules which satisfy the inequalities (j− e)(s+ i)¿d(t + j) and td+ ei ≥ ij.
The fourth and 3nal case is determined by the inequality td+ei¡ ij. These correspond
to the pictures (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively in Fig. 5.
The second main case, st ¡ ij, also divides into three cases which are shown in
Fig. 6. The 3rst case consists of those M satisfying d(t + j) ≥ (j − e)(s + i) and
corresponds to (a) in Fig. 6. The emphasized point must lie above both of the lines.
We also have two cases with d(t + j)¡ (j − e)(s + i). One is determined by the
inequality t(s − d) ≥ ei. This is part (b) of Fig. 6. In this drawing, the emphasized
point must lie between the two lines. The other case satis3es the additional inequality
td+ ei¿ st and is part (c) of Fig. 6. The emphasized point is below the lines.
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Fig. 6. Cases for st ¡ ij. (a) d(t + j) ≥ (j− e)(s+ i). (b) d(t + j)¡ (j− e)(s+ i) and t(s− d) ≥ ei. (c)
(t + j)d¡ (s + i)(j − e) and td + ei¿ st.
We 3rst consider, in Section 4, the case where st ≥ ij and dj ≥ (j − e)s both
hold, which is shown in Fig. 5(a), and the case where st ¡ ij and d(t + j) ≥ (j −
e)(s + i) are satis3ed, shown in Fig. 6(a). These cases are considered together as the
computations are similar. Then, in Section 5, we consider all other cases with st ≥ ij
which are shown in Figs. 5(b)–(d), as well as the case satisfying the inequalities
st ¡ ij, d(t + j)¡ (j − e)(s + i) and t(s − d) ≥ ei, shown in Fig. 6(b). These cases
are computed using similar methods. The 3nal case is the case where st ≤ ij and
both d(t + j)¡ (j − e)(s+ i) and t(s− d)¡ei hold. This is shown in Fig. 6(c) and
computed in Section 7. This is the only case that is not computed using a reduction.
4. Modules that reduce to a previous case
Theorem 5. Let N = 〈xia; yjb; xsb− yta〉 and M = 〈N; x&y"b〉 be A-modules. Then N
is a reduction of M if and only if the inequalities
(j − ")s ≤ &j (2)
and
&(j + t) ≥ (j − ")(s+ i) (3)
are satis4ed. These two inequalities are equivalent to the point being above the lines
drawn in Fig. 7.
Proof. We begin by showing that if the two inequalities hold then N is a reduction
of M . Recall that N is a reduction of M if and only if there exists k such that
R1(N )Rk(M) = Rk+1(M): Therefore, we need to show that there exists k such that
(x&y"b)k+1 ∈ R1(N )Rk(M):
Let k + 1 = j + t, then
(x&y"b)k+1 = (x&y"b)j+t
= x&( j+t)−s( j−")y"( j+t)bt+"(xsb− yta)j−"
+
j−"∑
m=1
(−1)m+1
(
j − "
m
)
x&( j+t)−msy"( j+t)+tmambj+t−m: (4)
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Fig. 7. Modules that reduce to N = 〈xia; yjb; xsb− yta〉: (a) st ≥ ij. (b) st ¡ ij.
Eq. (2) implies that we can factor
x&( j+t)−s( j−")y"( j+t)bt+" = x&j−s( j−")(x&y"b)t(yjb)"
as an element of Rt+"(M) with positive exponents. Therefore,
x&( j+t)−s( j−")y"( j+t)bt+"(xsb− yta)j−"
= x&j−s( j−")(x&y"b)t(yjb)"(xsb− yta)j−" (5)
with positive exponents. Therefore, the 3rst term of Eq. (4) is an element of R1(N )
Rj+t−1(M) = R1(N )Rk(M).
We now show that the remaining terms of Eq. (4) are integral over R(M). Now
(x&( j+t)−msy"( j+t)+tmambj+t−m)&
=x&
2( j+t)−ms&y"&( j+t)+tm&am&b(j+t−m)&
=ytm&+"m(s+i)−jm(s+i−&)(xia)m&(x&y"b)&( j+t)−m(s+i)(yjb)(s+i−&)m:
Notice that the exponent of y, tm& + "m(s + i) − jm(s + i − &) is at least zero for
all m if and only if (j − ")(s + i) ≤ &(t + j), which holds by Eq. (3). Therefore,
x&( j+t)−smy"( j+t)+tmambj+t−m is integral over R(M).
Let T = R(M)[x&( j+t)−smy"( j+t)+tmambj+t−m] where 1 ≤ m ≤ j − ": We have shown
that T is integral over R(N ). Therefore, R(M) is integral over R(N ).
Now, suppose that N is a reduction of M . We wish to show that the two inequalities
(2) and (3) hold. Recall that F=M ∼= I=K and F=N ∼= I=J , where I = 〈xs; yt〉; J =
〈xs+i ; yj+t〉 and K = 〈xs+i ; yj+t ; x&y"+t〉. Note that if Eq. (3), &(j+ t) ≥ (j− ")(s+ i),
does not hold, K is not integral over J because the Samuel multiplicity of J is not
equal to that of K . Therefore, by Theorem 3, N cannot be a reduction of M . Thus, we
only need to show that if N is a reduction of M then Eq. (2) holds, (j − ")s ≤ &j.
The fact that N is a reduction of M implies there must exist r such that (x&y"b)r+1=
f(x; y)(xsb)m(yjb)r+1−m, with sm ≤ &(r+1) and j(r+1−m) ≤ "(r+1). Simplifying
gives m ≤ &(r+1)=s and (j−")(r+1)=j ≤ m. Therefore, the inequality (j−")(r+1)=j ≤
&(r + 1)=s must hold. This inequality simpli3es to (j − ")s ≤ &j which is inequality
(2).
If M = 〈xia; yjb; xdyeb; xsb − yta〉 and N = 〈xia; yjb; xsb − yta〉, these inequalities
become
(j − e)s ≤ dj (6)
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and
d(j + t) ≥ (j − e)(s+ i): (7)
If these hold then N is a reduction of M . By Example 1 eBR(N )= e(J ′)− e(I) where
J ′ = 〈xi+s; yj+t〉 and, therefore, eBR(M) = e(J ′)− e(I) = e(J )− e(I) by Theorem 3.
Notice that the case where st ≥ ij and dj ≥ (j− e)s, Fig. 5(a), and the case st ¡ ij
and d(t + j) ≥ (j − e)(s+ i), in Fig. 6(a) both satisfy these inequalities. This is clear
from the 3gures because the point is above the two lines, which was the condition for
the inequalities to hold. Thus, for these cases the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity is the
di>erence of the Samuel multiplicities, eBR(M) = e(J )− e(I).
5. Modules that are reductions of the sum of ideals
In this section, we consider all other cases with st ≥ ij, which are shown in Figs.
5(b)–(d), and the case satisfying the inequalities st ¡ ij; se¡ (s−d)j and t(s−d) ≥
ei which shown in Fig. 6(b). We will show that in these cases, M is a reduction of
N = 〈M; xsb〉 and, therefore, we may instead compute the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity
of N .
In the cases where st ≥ ij, M is a reduction of N by Theorem 7. We now consider
the case shown in Fig. 6(b).
Theorem 6. Let M=〈xia; yjb; xdyeb; xsb−yta〉 and N=〈xia; yjb; xdyeb; xsb; yta〉 where
td + ei ≤ st. Then M is a reduction of N and therefore M and N have the same
Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicities.
Proof. Since yta generates N over M , we need to show that there exists k such that
(yta)k ∈ R1(M)Rk−1(N ). Now
(yta)k−l(xsb)l − (yta)k−l−1(xsb)l+1
=(yta)k−l−1(xsb)l(yta− xsb) ∈ R1(M)Rk−1(N ): (8)
Therefore,
(yta)k = [(yta)k − (yta)k−1(xsb)] + [(yta)k−1(xsb)− (yta)k−2(xsb)2]
+ · · ·+ [(yta)k−l+1(xsb)l−1 − (yta)k−l(xsb)l] + (yta)k−l(xsb)l: (9)
All terms except possibly the last of the right-hand side of Eq. (9) are elements of
R1(M)Rk−1(N ) by Eq. (8). Thus, if we can show that there exists k and l¡k such
that (yta)k−l(xsb)l ∈ R1(M)Rk−1(N ) then (yta)k ∈ R1(M)Rk−1(N ). Let k = s + i and
l= i. Then
(xsb)l(yta)k−l = (xsb)i(yta)s
= (xdyeb)i(yta)d(xia)s−dyst−ei−td ∈ R1(M)Rs+i−1(N ) (10)
because ei + td ≤ st and d ≤ s. Therefore, Rs+i(N ) = R1(M)Rs+i−1(N ) and M is a
reduction of N .
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Fig. 8. A=am, (b) A=bk .
Fig. 9. A=ambk . (a) t=i ≥ (j − e)=d. (b) t=i ¡ (j − e)=d.
We now need to compute the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity of M . Recall that we
are working with two modules M = 〈xia; yjb; xdyeb; xsb − yta〉 and N = 〈M; xsb〉 =
〈xia; yjb; xdyeb; xsb; yta〉: If a = 〈xi; yt〉 and b = 〈xs; yj; xdye〉 then N ∼= a ⊕ b and
F=N ∼= A=a ⊕ A=b .
Recall that the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity of N is the coeFcient of n3=3! in
the polynomial QN (n) where for large n, QN (n) = length Sn(F)=Rn(N ). The isomor-
phism N ∼= a ⊕ b induces an isomorphism Sn(F)=Rn(N ) ∼=
⊕n
k=0 A=a
n−kbk . Thus, the
Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity is the coeFcient of n3=3! in the polynomial GN (n) where
GN (n) =
∑n
k=0 length(A=a
n−kbk) for large n. We will therefore compute the length of
A=ambk .
Draw a picture of A=am in the 3rst quadrant of the coordinate plane. Let C be the
set in the 3rst quadrant Q of R2 such that (!; ") ∈ C if there exists (&; +) ∈ Z2 such
that x&y+ ∈ am and (&; +) ≤ (!; "). Then A=am is the complement of C. The convex
complement of C is shown in Fig. 8(a). In a similar manner draw a picture of A=bk .
In Fig. 8(b) the convex complement is shown. Finally, combine these to get a picture
of A=ambk . Fig. 9 shows the two possibilities for the convex complement of D where
D is the set in the 3rst quadrant of R2 such that (!; ") ∈ D if there exists (&; +) ∈ Z2
such that x&y+ ∈ ambk and (&; +) ≤ (!; "). Notice that there is one picture of A=am
and there are two pictures of A=bk within Fig. 9. The 3rst case, shown in Fig. 9(a)
satis3es the inequality t=i ≥ (j− e)=d and the bold line in Fig. 8(a) is steeper than the
bold line in Fig. 8(b). Also the lower line in Fig. 10 is steeper than the upper line.
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Fig. 10. Lines for determining if t=i ≥ (j − e)=d.
This case covers those cases pictured in Figs. 5(b) and (c). In the second case, shown
in Fig. 9(b), t=i ≤ (j − e)=d, the slope of the emphasized line in Fig. 8(b) is steeper
than that of the emphasized line in Fig. 8(a) and the upper line in Fig. 10 is steeper
than the lower line. This case covers the cases pictured in Figs. 5(d) and 6(b).
Let Lm;k be the union of the region associated to ambk with the set of elements not
in the convex complement of D. Fig. 9 gives pictures of the region Lm;k . Because every
element ‘ ∈ Lm;k is also in the convex closure of D, we can write ‘ =
∑
nizi where
ni ∈ Q,
∑
ni = 1 and zi = (zi1 ; zi2 ) ∈ Z2 is such that xzi1yzi2 ∈ ambk : Fix ‘ =
∑
nizi ∈
Lm;k and let t be the least common denominator of the ni. Then (x
∑
nizi1y
∑
nizi2 )t =∏
xtnizi1ytnizi2 ∈ (akbm)t . Thus, every element ‘ =∑ nizi ∈ Lm;k is such that t‘ is in
tD for some t where multiplication by t is de3ned by t(z1; z2) = (tz1; tz2): This implies
that limt→∞ length(A=(ambk)t)=t2 is equal to the area of the convex complement of the
region D, that is, the area shown in Fig. 9. But, limt→∞ length(A=(ambk)t)=t2 gives the
leading coeFcient of the polynomial fm;k(r)=length(A=(ambk)r) for large r. Therefore,
we may compute the area of the complement of Lm;k instead of the length of A=ambk .
Let HN (m; k) = length(A=ambk) for large m and k. When n is large, GN (n) =∑n
k=0 length(A=a
n−kbk)=
∑n
k=0 HN (n−k; k): Now, HN (mr; kr)=fm;k(r) and
∑n
k=0 HN
((n−k)r; kr)=∑nk=0 fn−k;k(r). Note that∑nk=0 HN ((n−k)r; kr) is of the form f3(n)r2+
f2(n)r + f1(n) where fi(n) is a polynomial of degree i. Therefore, the coeFcient of
n3 in GN (n) =
∑n
k=0 HN (n− k; k) is equal to the coeFcient of n3r2 in
∑n
k=0 HN ((n−
k)r; kr)=
∑n
k=0 fn−k;k(r). To 3nd the coeFcient of GN (n), we will 3nd the coeFcient
of r2 in fn−k;k(r), sum these coeFcients over 0 ≤ k ≤ n and look at the coeFcient
of n3 in this sum.
Recall that there are two cases, t=i ≥ (j − e)=d and t=i ≤ (j − e)=d. In the case
t=i ≥ (j − e)=d, the area of the complement of Lm;k is the area below the curve in
Fig. 9(a), which gives
area(Q − Lm;k) = 12 itm2 + ijmk + 12djk2 + 12esk2:
Letting m= n− k and summing over 0 ≤ k ≤ n gives
n∑
k=i
area(Q − Ln−k;k) = 16(it + ij + dj + es)n
3 + · · · :
Thus, the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity is
eBR(M) = it + ij + dj + es:
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Fig. 11. The Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity of M when st ≥ ij; d(t + j) ≥ (j − e)(s+ i) and t(s− d) ≥ ei.
Fig. 12. The Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity of M when st ≥ ij; se¡ (s− d)j and t(s− d)¡ei.
In the case t=i ≤ (j − e)=d, the graph is shown in Fig. 9(b). The area of the
complement of Lm;k is again the area below the curve, which gives
area(Q − Lm;k) = 12djk2 + dtkm+ 12 itm2 + iemk + 12esk2:
Substituting m= n− k and summing over 0 ≤ k ≤ n gives
n∑
k=i
area(Q − Ln−k;k) = 16(dj + dt + it + ei + es)n
3 + · · · :
Therefore, the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity is
eBR(M) = dj + dt + it + ei + es:
We can interpret these numbers in terms of the generators of M . First consider the
case where the three inequalities st ≥ ij and dj¡ (j−e)s and (j−e)(s+i) ≥ d(t+j) are
satis3ed (Fig. 5(b)). In this case, t=i ≥ (j−e)=d and therefore eBR(M)=it+ij+dj+es.
Also, e(J )−e(I)=(s+i)(t+j)−st=sj+it+ij: Thus, eBR(M)=e(J )−e(I)−sj+dj+es.
Notice that twice the area of the shaded region in Fig. 11 is equal to sj − dj − es.
Thus,
eBR(M) = e(J )− e(I)− 2(shaded area):
Second, consider the case where the inequalities st ≥ ij and (j− e)(s+ i)¡d(t+ j)
and td + ei ≥ ij hold which is shown in Fig. 5(c). Again, t=i ≥ (j − e)=d implies
eBR(M)=it+ij+dj+es. Now, e(J )−e(I)=dj+dt+st+it+es+ei−st=dj+dt+it+es+ei:
Thus, eBR(M) = e(J )− e(I) + ij − dj − dt: The area of the light region in Fig. 12 is
equal to 12 (sj + ij − dj − dt − es − ei) and the dark region has area 12 (sj − dj − es).
Putting all this together gives
eBR(M) = e(J )− e(I)− 2(dark area) + 2(light area):
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Consider the case st ≥ ij and td+ ei¡ ij shown in Fig. 5(d). Here eBR(M) = dj+
dt+ it+ ei+ es and e(J )− e(I)=dj+dt+ st+ it+ es+ ei− st=dj+dt+ it+ es+ ei:
Thus,
eBR(M) = e(J )− e(I):
Finally, consider the case where st ≥ ij and td+ ei ≤ st, shown in Fig. 6(b). In this
case t=i ≤ (j − e)=d. Therefore, the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity is
eBR(M) = dj + dt + it + ei + es:
In this case e(J )− e(I) = dj+ dt + st + it + es+ ei− st = dj+ dt + it + es+ ei: Thus,
eBR(M) = e(J )− e(I):
6. Minimal reductions
The Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicities that we have computed all share the property
that the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity is at most the di>erence between the Samuel
multiplicities, eBR(M) ≤ e(J )− e(I). We now show that this is always the case.
Theorem 7. The Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity is at most the di<erence of the Samuel
multiplicities; eBR(M)6e(J )−e(I). Furthermore; equality holds if and only if the lift
of a reduction of J is a reduction of M .
Proof. The following sequence is exact:
0→ A x
sb−yta−−−→F → I f→ 0:
Let K be a minimal reduction of J . Then K is generated by dim A= 2 elements. Let
N be the preimage of K in F . Then N has rank 2 and is generated by 3 elements, two
from the generators of K and one from the kernel of f. Also, F=N has 3nite length.
Thus by [1, Corollary 4:5], eBR(N ) = length(F=N ): But length(F=N ) = length(I=K) =
length(A=K) − length(A=I) = e(K) − e(I) = e(J ) − e(I). Because N ⊂M we know
eBR(M) ≤ eBR(N ) = e(J ) − e(I). This becomes an equality if and only if N is a
reduction of M , by Theorem 4.
7. The !nal case
Theorem 8. Let I = 〈xs; yt〉 and J = 〈xi+s; yi+j; xdyt+e〉 where st ¡ ij as well as
(t + j)d¡ (s+ i)(j − e) and td+ ei¿ st all hold. If K = 〈xi+s + yj+t ; xdyt+e〉 then J
is integral over K .
Proof. First, (xi+s)j−e(yj+t)t+e = x(i+s)( j−e)−d(t+j)(xdye+t)j+t which is in KJ j+t−1 be-
cause d(t + j) ≤ (i+ s)(j − e). Using this and the term xi+s + yj+t ∈ K we can show
that KJ j+t−1 = J j+t so J is integral over K .
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Theorem 9. Let M = 〈xia; yjb; xdyeb; xsb− yta〉 and N = 〈xia+ yjb; xdyeb; xsb− yta〉.
And let the inequalities st ¡ ij as well as (t + j)d¡ (s + i)(j − e) and td + ei¿ st
all hold. Then N is a reduction of M .
Proof. Notice that st ¡ ij and (t + j)d¡ (s+ i)(j − e) imply that td+ ei ≤ ij. Now,
(xia)d(yjb)i+s = xidyij+sjadbi+s
=xidyij+sj−tdbi+s(yta− xsb)d +
(
d∑
k=1
(−1)k+1(xsb)k(yta)d−k
)
(xidyij+sj−tdbi+s)
=(xdyeb)i(yjb)s(yta− xsb)d(yij−td−ie)
+
(
d∑
k=1
(−1)k+1(xsb)k(yta)d−k)(xidyij−tdbi
)
:
Because ij − td− ie ≥ 0, the 3rst term is in NMi+d−1.
Now consider the term
(xidyij+sj−tdbi+s)(xsb)k(yta)d−k = xid+skyij+sj−tkad−kbk+i+s:
We will show that this term is integral over N and therefore, (xia)d(yjb)i+s is integral
over N . Consider
(xid+skyij+sj−tkad−kbk+i+s)d
=yk( j−e)(s+i)−kd( j+t)(xia)d(d−k)(xdyeb)k(s+i)(yjb)(k+i+s)d−k(s+i): (11)
Notice that the assumed inequalities imply that all exponents are positive and, therefore,
this term is integral over N .
We have shown that (xia)d(yjb)i+s is integral over N . Using this and the term
xia+ yjb ∈ N , it can be shown that (xia)k(yjb)i+s−k is integral over N . Therefore, M
in integral over N .
We have now shown that M is integral over the lift of a minimal reduction of J .
Therefore, by Theorem 6, eBR(M) = e(J )− e(I).
8. Summary
We considered several cases that were graphed in Figs. 5 and 6. We used three
di>erent methods for computing the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicities for these cases,
which included reducing M to a module N where the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity
is known, showing that M is a reduction of a module N ∼= a ⊕ b , where a and b
are monomial ideals of A, and 3nally considering minimal reductions. Fig. 13 gives a
summary of the results.
Ultimately, we would like to 3nd conditions on M which assure eBR(M) = e(J )−
e(I). In Fig. 13 the three cases with st ¡ ij all have eBR(M) = e(J ) − e(I). In
general, though, st ¡ ij does not imply eBR(M) = e(J ) − e(I). For example, when
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Fig. 13. Summary of results.
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M = 〈x2a; y7b; xyb; xya; x4b − y3a〉 then F=M ∼= I=J where I = 〈x4; y3〉 and J =
〈x6; x5y; xy4; y10〉: In this case, st ¡ ij becomes (4)(3)¡ (2)(7) and eBR(M) = 21
whereas e(J )− e(I) = 35− 12 = 23.
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